Abstract. It is known that a strongly regular semi-Cayley graph (with respect to a group G) corresponds to a triple of subsets (C, D, D') of G. Such a triple (C, D, D') is called a partial difference triple. First, we study the case when D U D' is contained in a proper normal subgroup of G. We basically determine all possible partial difference triples in this case. In fact, when \G\ f 8 nor 25, all partial difference triples come from a certain family of partial difference triples. Second, we investigate partial difference triples over cyclic group. We find a few nontrivial examples of strongly regular semi-Cayley graphs when \G\ is even. This gives a negative answer to a problem raised by de Resmini and Jungnickel. Furthermore, we determine all possible parameters when G is cyclic. Last, as an application of the theory of partial difference triples, we prove some results concerned with strongly regular Cayley graphs.
Introduction
A graph r = (V, E) with |V| = v is called a (v, k, A, ^)-strongly regular graph if (i) r is regular with degree k; and (ii) given any two vertices u, v e V, uv e E (resp. uv g E) implies that there are exactly A (resp. /z) vertices adjacent to both u and v. For basic results concerning strongly regular graphs, see [4] . A strongly regular graph r = (V, E) is called a strongly regular Cayley graph if it admits an automorphism group acting regularly on the vertex set V. The notion has been studied by a number of authors, for reference, please see [3, 5, 9, 10] . A (v, k, A, jj)-strongly regular Cayley graph r -(V, E) can also be described in group theoretic terms. Indeed, the vertex V is identified with the elements of the regular automorphism group H and the edge set E is equal to {(g, dg)\d e S, g 6 H} where S is a subset of H satisfying e 0 S, S (-1) = 5 and S 2 = nil + pS + 7e where ft = A -\i and 7 = k -p. Here we use the notation that for any subset U of G, we denote J^ge u g in Z[G] by U. If t is any integer and y = EgecSS e Z[G], we define y (t) = EseG 0^- Recently, Marusic [11] and de Resmini and Jungnickel [12] started investigating a new kind of strongly regular graphs, namely, strongly regular semi-Cayley graphs. A strongly regular graph r = (V, E) on 2n vertices is called a strongly regular semi-Cayley graph if it admits an automorphism group G of order n which has two orbits on V.
As proved in [12, Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2], any (2n, k, A, /^-strongly regular semi-Cayley graph r = (V, E) with respect to a group G can be obtained by using three subsets (C, D, D' in G such that they satisfy the following conditions:
where e is the identity of G, {3 = A -/A and -y = k -p.. In fact, as described in [12, Lemma 2.1], the vertex set V is identified with two copies of G, say V = G U G' where G' is another copy of G. The edge set E is equal to El U E2 U E3 with E1 = {(g, dg)\d e D, g e G}, E2 = {(g', (dg)')\d € D', g € G}, and E3 = {(g', cg)|c e C, g e G}.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose C, D, D' are subsets of a group G satisfying the conditions (l)-(4). Then
Proof. (ii) follows the equation (4) and the rest follow by [12, Proposition 2.3] . n Suppose C, D, D' be subsets of G that satisfy the conditions (l)- (4) . Following [12] , we call the triple (C, D, D') an (n; c, d; A, u)-partial difference triple. Here c = | C | a n d d = |D|. For convenience, we set B = X -n, y = c + d -n and A = B2 + 4y. Note that the triple (G\C, (G\{e})\D, (G\{e})\D') is an (n; n -c, n -d -1; 2(n -c -d) + \i -2, 2(n -c -d) + \)-partial difference triple and the associated graph is the complement of the graph associated with the triple (C, D, D') . From now on, we shall say (G\C, (G\{e})\£>, (G\{e})\D') is the complement of (C, D, D').
A (v, k, A, //)-strongly regular graph r is called trivial if r or the complement of r is a union of complete graphs. In case p, = 0 (and hence 7 = k), F is a union of complete graphs. Whereas in the other extreme when n = k (and hence 7 = 0), r is the complement of a union of complete graphs. Therefore, we say an (n; c, d; A, //)-partial difference triple trivial if p, = 0 or c + d. Otherwise, we say it is nontrivial.
Let us now sum up the objectives of this paper. In Section 2, we determine all a proper normal subgroup of G. (Clearly, in case G is abelian, the requirement of normality can be removed.) In Section 3, we go back to the case when G is cyclic. We construct a few more examples of partial difference triples. Two of them involve a cyclic group of order 8. This answers negatively a problem raised by de Resmini and Jungnickel [12] . We also determine all possible parameters for partial difference triples with respect to a cyclic group. In the last section, we apply the results developed in Section 3 to study strongly regular Cayley graphs with respect to 2-groups which have a cyclic subgroup of index 2. Observe that for any a 6 A, ag e C n Hg and H n Cg -1 a -1 = (H n Cg -1 )a -1 . After replacing g by ag in equation (9) A\{e}. Let N := {a6 G\Aa = A}. Clearly, N is a subgroup is A as e e A It suffices to show A = N. Otherwise, we pick any x e A\N. There exists y e A such that yx £ A. In particular, yxg 0 C. By equation (7), we have iDyx^Cg^l + lyxgD'g-^nCg-1 ! = 2. In particular \DyxHA\ +\yxgD'g^r\A\ < 2.
Hence y e yxgD'g -1 n A So, |Dyx n A| < 1. As we have shown above that D D Ay -1 \{e}, we conclude {x} c Ax n A c .Dyx n A So, Ax n A = {x} as \Dyx n A\ < 1. Consequently, 
Proof. Sufficiency can be checked by routine calculation. We now show the necessity. By equation (8), there exist elements g € H n C and g' e (G\H) n C. By Lemma 2.1,
On the other hand, it is obvious that Kg n Lg' = 0. Since \C\ = 2m, we must have C = Kg U Lg'. By equation (2), we obtain If there exists x 6 (K n L)\{e}, then the coefficient of x on the left-hand side is 2m while that on the right is 2 + (2m -4). This is impossible. We thus prove K n L = {e}. In particular, we have then D = (K U L)\{e}. By using a similar argument, we see also that
Remark. In the above theorem, it is clear that KL = H and the converse is true without assuming m ^ 2.
Example 1. As a special case of Theorem 2.2, we can now construct a family of partial difference triples. For any two groups K, L of order m, we set G to be the direct product of K, L, and Z 2 . For convenience, we assume K, L are subgroups of G. Set (C, D, D') as described above, we then get a nontrivial partial difference triple of required parameters.
To complete the picture, we shall look into the case when m = 2. In that case (n; c, d; A, ^) = (8; 4, 2; 2, 2). If G is cyclic, no nontrivial example can be found as D = D' must be the set of elements of order 4, so by [12, Theorem 4.2] , the graph is trivial. On the other hand, if H is elementary abelian, then Aa -1 n A defined above will just be Aa n A D {e, a}. Therefore |N| > 2. So (C, D, D') must be as described above. This observation then takes care of cases when G is an elementary abelian 2-group and when G is a dihedral group with H being not cyclic. If G is a dihedral group and H is cyclic, then it can be shown that C is a (4, 2, 4, 2)-relative difference set. By [13 If G is nonabelian group of order 8, then it must be isomorphic to a dihedral group or quaternion group. To end this section, we would like to point out that it is possible to determine all nontrivial triples with D U D' contained a proper normal subgroup. In case |G| ^ 8, 25, we have already determined all. By routine calculation, it is not hard to find them all. However, since it does not involve any new idea, we shall not proceed into that direction.
Cyclic partial difference triples
In this section, we shall assume (C, D, D') is a nontrivial (n; c, d ; A, ^)-partial difference triple in cyclic group G. Our main objective is to find all possible values for (n; c, d; A, fi). We shall show that apart from the parameters (2m 2 + 2m + 1;m 2 ,m 2 + m;m 2 -1, m 2 ) given in [12] , there are some other nontrivial partial difference triples with different parameters. This gives a negative answer to a problem raised by de Resmini and Jungnickel [12] .
We first recall some results concerning the character values of C, D and D'. Recall that any character x of an abelian group G can be extended to a homomorphism from Z[G] to C. We shall also denote the extension by x-As proved in [12, Proposition 3.1], we have the following. In Section 2, we have already proved that there is no nontrivial partial difference triple in any cyclic group when DuD' is contained in a proper subgroup H. By considering the complement, we may assume G\ (D u D' ) cannot be contained in a proper subgroup also. We may thus assume XQ = 1.
Proof. Let (C', E, E') be the complement of (C, D, D'). It is easy to see that

LEMMA 3.2. // n is even and (C, D, D') is nontrivial, then up to complementation, D + D' is one of the following:
In particular, we may assume /3 = 0.
Proof. Since n is even and (C, D, D') is nontrivial, [12, Theorem 4.4] implies n is divisible by A.
Up to complementation, we may assume /3 = 0 or -1. As we have discussed earlier, x$ must be 1. By (11) and Lemma 3.1, we have (14) from (13) Remark.
(I) The parameters in (i) and (ii) correspond respectively to (b) and (d) given in Theorem 3.1. However, we have not yet been able to find a nontrivial example with its parameters given in (c).
(II) The semi-Cayley graphs obtained from the partial difference triples in (i) and (ii) are isomorphic and equal to one of the two well-known (16, 6, 2, 2)-strongly regular graphs.
In [12] , 
Strongly regular Cayley graphs
In this section, we consider nontrivial strongly regular Cayley graphs with respect to a 2-group H which has a cyclic subgroup of index 2. In [12] , it is proved that there is no nontrivial strongly regular Cayley graph with respect to H if |H| > 64. Here, we shall apply some results proved in Section 3 and a theorem on difference sets to give another proof of the above result. Moreover, we
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Observe that all the coefficients in x, y are ±1. Any x, y satisfying the above equation form a pair of periodic Golay complementary sequences of length 2m 2 (see [1, 6] shall prove that the above result is also true for \H\ < 64 unless H is as given in Example 6.
Let G be a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in H. As we have discussed in Section  1, a (2n, k, 
